
Add the word category to these sentences.

 

Which                        does this belong in?

A                        5 hurricane is the worst.

These two are in the same                       .

I don’t think this fits into a                        .

Trace the word category. 
 

Write a synonym and an 
antonym for the word category.

Synonym:  

Antonym:  

Use a dictionary to define the 
word category. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the word 
category belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
category inside the hands.

Which letter from the word category 
is missing below?

Finish off the word category.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: category  1

category      cat                    ory            g             ca           go     

Write your own statement containing the word category as a noun.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word category.

cattagory  categorry  catagorie

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

t yc ga eo
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Add the word cemetery to these sentences.

The                    is next to the church.

The service was held at the                  .

We walked through the                  .

In the                  , there is a war 

monument.

Trace the word cemetery. 
 

How many smaller words can you 
make using the letters from the word 

cemetery? 

 

 

 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word cemetery. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the word 
cemetery belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
cemetery inside the hands.

Which letter from the word cemetery 
is missing below?

Finish off the word cemetery.

cemetery      cem                    ery            t             ce           te     

Write your own statement containing the word cemetery as a noun.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word cemetery.

semetery  cemmetry  sematree

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

t cr me ee
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Add the word committee to these sentences.

Would you like to be on the                   ?

Ms Jones is the chair of the                   .

The                    meets once a month.

Can you attend the                  meetings regularly?

Trace the word committee. 
 

How many smaller words can you 
make using the letters from the word 

committee? 

 

 

 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word committee. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the word 
committee belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
committee inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
committee is missing below?

Finish off the word committee.

committee
   comm                       tee            i             co           t     

Write your own statement containing the word committee as a noun.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word committee.

comittee  commitee  committea

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

m io me e tt
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Add the word communicate to these sentences.

 

I struggle to                   in French.

“Can you                   with your little sister?” 

asked the teacher.

It is important to                   clearly.

Does he                   with you?

Trace the word communicate. 
 

Write a synonym and an 
antonym for the word 

communicate.

Synonym:  

Antonym:  

Use a dictionary to define the 
word communicate. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the word 
communicate belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
communicate inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
communicate is missing below?

Finish off the word communicate.

communicate
     comm                    icate            un             co           ic     

Write your own statement containing the word communicate as a noun.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word communicate.

communnicate  comunicate  communeicate

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

e cm
i

u
a tm c

o
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Add the word community to these sentences.

We visit the                     garden regularly.

My grandad is a                     leader.

Will this benefit the                    ?

Our school is in a lovely                     .

Trace the word community. 
 

How many smaller words can you 
make using the letters from the word 

community? 

 

 

 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word community. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the word 
community belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
community inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
community is missing below?

Finish off the word community.

community
   comm                       ity             u            com           i     

Write your own statement containing the word community as a noun.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word community.

comunity      communeity     communitty

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

c ou ny t mi


